Bright light exposure advances consolidation of motor skill accuracy in humans.
Light has attracted increasing attention as a critical determinant of memory processing. While sleep selectively consolidates newly encoded memories according to their future relevance, the role of light in human memory consolidation is largely unknown. Here, we report how bright light (BL), provided during encoding, influences online and offline consolidation of motor skill learning. We sought to determine whether relatively slower and faster key-press transitions within individuals were differentially consolidated by BL. Healthy human subjects were briefly exposed to either BL (>8000 lx) or control light (CL; <500 lx) during memory encoding at 13:00 h, when light minimally affects circadian phase-shifting, and were retested 24 h later. The effects of BL on online and offline performance gains were determined by accuracy and speed. BL-exposed subjects showed better overall performance accuracy during training and lower overnight accuracy gains after a subsequent night of sleep than did CL-exposed subjects. BL preferentially improved the initially most difficult individual key-press transitions during practice; these were only improved overnight under CL. By contrast, accuracy during what had been the easiest key-press transitions at the beginning of the experiment was unaffected by light conditions or online/offline learning processes. BL effects were not observed for performance speed, mood, or sleep-wake patterns. Brief BL exposure during training may advance motor memory selection and consolidation that optimally meet individual requirements for potential gains, which would otherwise depend on post-training sleep. This suggests a new way of enhancing brain plasticity to compensate for impaired sleep-dependent memory consolidation in neuropsychiatric conditions.